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Cardiovascular Diseases: From Data Generation to Analysis
Thomas Wischgoll
Motivation
Goal: gain detailed knowledge of cardiovascular 
structures for diagnostic purposes
Determine geometry of vasculature typically 
captured via CT angiogram
Develop data base of statistical morphometric 
attributes:
– Vessel length and diameter
– Bifurcation angles
– Cross-sectional area
– Vessel volume
Data Generation and Processing
Semi-automatically analyze series of CT scans and generate 
morphological database:
• Perfuse arterial vessels of a series of pig hearts with polymer as contrast 
agent
• Extract vessels from CT scan
• Determine center lines of vessels
• Compute lengths, diameter, angles
Specimen Preparation
• Use polymer as contrast agent
• Expose polymer to vacuum to 
remove all air
• Inject polymer into main arteries
• For this specimen, we used three 
different colors for LAD, LCx, and 
RCA
• This heart is then scanned in a 
conventional hospital scanner 
(using protocol for inner ear)
Data Processing
Developed an algorithm for extracting center lines of blood vessels 
from CT scanned images
• Segmentation
• Tetrahedrization
• Topological analysis of gradient vector field yields center points
• Connecting center points based on topology of tetrahedrization
Morphometric Measurements
Based on the center lines and boundary, several 
measurements can be taken automatically for every 
vessel segment:
– Vessel length and diameter
– Bifurcation angles
– Cross-sectional area
– Vessel volume
Validation
In order to prove the quality of the results, 
the computed values are compared to 
measurements of the main trunk.
The tissue is digested away leaving only the 
polymer used during the perfusion:
Manual Measurement
The diameter is measured manually following the main trunk, i.e. the 
larger vessel at every bifurcation, as well as the distance from the 
beginning of the polymer.
Validation Results
Comparison
Geometric Reconstruction
volume rendering geometric 
reconstruction
Functional Analysis
Expert Knowledge:
Bifurcation angles
Know what angles to 
expect: flag those that 
are out of the norm
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Angular Visualization
Functional Analysis
• Vasculature fulfills “minimum energy 
hypothesis” according to Murray’s law
stem1
stem2
crown1
crown2
• Local analysis 
comparing vessel 
diameters at 
bifurcations
• Global analysis 
comparing ratio 
between vessel 
volume and vessel  
length for each crown
Volume-Length Relation
• Comparison of 
the volume-
length relation of 
4 normal and 8 
diseased hearts 
(Metabolic 
Syndrome)
• Both curves 
adhere to a 
power law, but 
diseased cases 
show restricted 
volume
Flow Simulation
• Based on extracted geometry, we can derive a grid that is used for 
simulating the flow of blood over time.
• Visualization of wall shear stress over time by using color coding
Visualization + Context
Summary
• Extraction of morphometric measurements can be a powerful tool for 
further analysis
• Knowledge about configuration of vascular structures can enhance 
the analysis and visualization
• May potentially lead to better diagnostic tools, such as diffuse 
cardiovascular diseases
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Questions?
Thank you!
